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This paper reports a tunable visual color filter based on a microfluidic transmission
grating. The grating lines are formed by the microflows in an array of evenly
spaced straight microchannels. In experimental study, the transmission of white
light measures a shift of visual color from red to blue in the zeroth order diffraction
in response to a change of the refractive index from 1.3290 to 1.3782 in the
microflows. The merit of large tunability of transmission peak ���=408 nm�
makes this grating potential for various applications in biological and chemical
measurements, such as space- and time-resolving micropattern spectrophotometers
and separation of the fluorescence from the excitation. © 2010 American Institute
of Physics. �doi:10.1063/1.3491469�

I. INTRODUCTION

Visual color filters have wide applications in display, image sensors, spectrometers, and fluo-
rescence detections.1 The conventional color filters mostly utilize spin cast dye films to transmit
the desired wavelength range while absorbing the others, which places a fundamental limit to the
transmission efficiency ��1 /3� and causes significant heat problems due to the absorption. Re-
cently grating has become an alternative technology to construct the visual color filters due to its
capabilities of miniaturization and design flexibility. Most of the demonstrated researches employ
solid materials �such as aluminum, polysilicon, and rigid polymers� or liquid crystals to form the
desired groove profiles of the gratings.1–5 Although outstanding optical performance has been
achieved, the use of solid materials severely limits the tunability of parameters, such as refractive
index contrast and spectrum range, and thus increases the complexity of the optical systems that
require large tuning ranges. Therefore, a number of gratings have to be used to produce primary
colors, which are then superimposed to produce full color scheme.4,5 The systems thus become
really complicated.

On the other hand, optofluidics has recently emerged as an exciting research field of applied
science and technology with broad applications in chemistry and biomedical engineering.6–11 By
combining the microfluidic and optical components into a single miniaturized platform, optoflu-
idics provides a simple way to integrate optical sensing functionalities into laboratory-on-a-chip
systems and has inspired the creation of many new types of optofluidic elements, such as liquid-
liquid waveguides,12,13 optofluidic lenses,14,15 switches,16 lasers,17 and microscopes.18 Similarly,
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optofluidics could offer new platforms to construct the widely tunable gratings for the color filters
due to its unique ability to change the fluid properties over a large range �for example, by simply
replacing one fluid with another�.

By such foresight, optofluidic gratings have recently attracted increasing interests of research.
A prominent work is the tunable diffraction grating employing a flowing lattice of bubbles.19 The
two-dimensional �2D� bubble lattice on a microfluidic platform is formed by the self-assembly of
bubbles injected from a flow-focusing bubble generator. The 2D grating can be tuned by changing
the pressures and the rates of flow applied to the devices. In another study,20 droplets have been
demonstrated to form long period grating structures by alternating short sections of two immis-
cible solutions �e.g., CaCl2 solution and oil�. It follows the same principle as the long period fiber
grating but the grating property is tuned by adjusting the flow rate or the fluid’s refractive index.
Compared with the 2D and long period gratings, one-dimensional grating has actually much wider
application in almost every aspect of optics and photonics. However, its optofluidic implementa-
tion has yet to attract due attentions. This paper will present a tunable optofluidic transmission
phase grating and will demonstrate its functionality as the zeroth order visual color filter. The
grating consists of an array of evenly spaced straight microchannels. Each grating line is formed
by a flowing stream in a microchannel. The tunability of the grating diffraction pattern can be
achieved by dynamic modulation of the refractive index of all the microflows at the same time.

II. DEVICE DESIGN AND ANALYSIS

The measurement setup and the cross-sectional view of the optofluidic transmission phase
grating are shown in Figs. 1�a� and 1�b�. The grating consists of two regions with different
refractive indices. One region is the solid polymer structure with a refractive index n0 and the
other is the microflows within the microchannel array with a refractive index n1. The phase
difference � between the solid polymer region and the microflow region can be expressed as21

� = 2�t�n0 – n1�/� , �1�

where t is the thickness of the grating structure, � is the wavelength of the incident beam, and
�n0–n1� is the refractive index contrast of the two regions. It is easy to see from Eq. �1� that the
phase difference can be varied by changing t, �, or n1. In optofluidic chips, it is often more
convenient to modulate n1 than to change t. By whichever method, the change of � would modify
the intensity of the zeroth diffraction order following the relationship as21,22

Im=0 = I0 cos2��/2� , �2�

where m is the order number of the diffraction pattern and I0 is the incident intensity. For a single
wavelength incident light, if � is increased within one period from 0 to �, the diffraction intensity
of the zeroth order for the specific wavelength � is decreased from maximum to 0. For a broad-
band incident light, such as the white light which contains many wavelength components, the
zeroth diffraction order would exhibit certain color pattern for whatever the values of t and n1.
Some wavelength satisfies �=2m� �m is integer� and enjoys maximum transmission while the
others are partially transmitted or even blocked. As different wavelength components are spatially
overlapped in the zeroth order, they all contribute to the perception of color, resulting in a specific
visual color. With the change of n1, the zeroth diffraction order would experience a variation of the
visual color.

For theoretical analysis, a MATLAB code is developed for predicting the grating diffractions.
The incident light is assumed to be a broadband light source with a uniform spectral distribution
in the visible range. The grating parameters used in simulation are chosen identical to those of the
fabricated grating sample to be used in the experimental study. Here the grating period � is
20 �m, the fill factor f is 50%, and the grating thickness t is 29.5 �m. The value of n0 is assumed
to be 1.4168, which is the refractive index of polydimethylsiloxane �PDMS� material. The calcu-
lated spectra of the zeroth order diffraction over the wavelength range of 300–900 nm are shown
in Fig. 2�a� for six liquid samples with the refractive indices na=1.3290, nb=1.3436, nc=1.3567,
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nd=1.3715, ne=1.3770, and nf =1.3782, respectively. Here the wavelength range is chosen inten-
tionally to be larger than the typical visible range of 380–750 nm so as to reflect the filtering
properties at the two ends of visible range. It can be observed that the peak wavelength is shifted
from 727 nm to 614, 497, 375, 329, and then 319 nm in response to the change of refractive index
from na to nf. As explained above, the change of peak wavelength would cause a prominent
change of the visual color in the zeroth order diffraction.

III. FABRICATION AND EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

In fabrication, an optofluidic transmission phase grating is obtained by standard soft-
lithography technology using PDMS material. The mold is fabricated using an SU-8 master. After

FIG. 1. �a� Schematic of the experimental setup of the tunable transmission phase grating; �b� the cross-sectional view of
the grating and the diffraction orders of the transmission �not to scale�.
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the PDMS layer is peeled off from the mold, the inlets and outlets are manually punched. Finally,
the PDMS layer with rectangular grooves is bonded onto another PDMS substrate using oxygen-
plasma surface treatment method. A micrograph of the grating structure is shown in Fig. 3�a�. To
enhance the picture visibility, the fluid is colored with dark green dye to differentiate the solid
PDMS region and the microflow region. However no dye is applied in the following experiment.

In the experimental study, the transmission diffractions of a white light source are measured to
examine the performance of the fabricated grating sample. The experimental setup follows the
diagram in Fig. 1�a�. It consists of a halogen light source �HL-2000-FHSA, Ocean Optics�, a
collimating lens, the optofluidic grating sample, a collecting lens, and a charge coupled device
camera �CCD�. The incident white light from a single-mode optical fiber is first collimated by the
collimating lens �double convex, f =20 mm, diameter of 20 mm� before being projected onto the
liquid/solid grating region. Then the diffraction patterns are focused by the collecting lens and are
finally recorded by the CCD camera �DS-70, Olympus, exposure time 1/100 s�. For the conve-
nience of experimental observation, the collecting lens utilizes actually an inverted system optical
microscope �TS 100 Eclipse, Nikon, with a 20	 objective lens�. For the measurement of the
transmission spectrum, the CCD camera is replaced by a spectrometer �HR4000, Ocean Optics,
200–1100 nm�. Six ethylene glycol monomethyl ether solutions are injected into the microchannel
array by syringe pumps �NE-1000, New Era�. The refractive indices of the solutions are the same
as those used in the simulation. Figure 3�b� exemplifies the observed diffraction patterns of the
zeroth and first orders under the microscope when the refractive index of the solution is 1.3567. It
can be seen that the two diffraction orders are well separated. The zeroth order is a circular spot
while the first order exhibits a rainbowlike pattern over an angle range of 1.6°–3.4°. In the first
order, there is a dark line in the yellow color range, which corresponds to the peak transmission of
the zeroth order. The diffraction angle of the dark line is 2.3°.

The diffraction patterns of the zeroth order for the six solutions are shown in Fig. 3�c�. From
na to nf, the visual color varies from red, orange, yellow, green, cyan to finally blue. The observed
change of visual colors is a clear manifestation of the color filtering effect. Based on the CIE 1931
standard, colors produced in the zeroth order of the optofluidic grating are plotted in the CIE xyY

FIG. 2. Theoretical results of the zeroth diffraction order transmission spectra in the visible range in response to the
modulation of the refractive index of the microflows. The values of refractive indices na to nf correspond to 1.3290, 1.3436,
1.3567, 1.3715, 1.3770, and 1.3782, respectively.
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FIG. 3. Experimental results. �a� Micrograph of the fabricated device of optofluidic transmission phase grating, the fluid is
colored to enhance the visibility of pictures; �b� observed diffraction patterns of the zeroth and first orders in the case of
nc=1.3567; �c� measured diffraction patterns of the zeroth diffraction order that exhibit different visual colors. The values
of refractive indices na to nf are the same as those in Fig. 2; �d� chromaticity values of the visual colors produced in the
zeroth diffraction order by the optofluidic transmission phase grating. The inset shows the spectral power distribution of the
light source.
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color chart, as shown in Fig. 3�d�. The chromaticity values x and y are calculated from the
measured spectra. The point of D65 �6500 K� is chosen as the white point. It is seen that the
measured points in the CIE chart are scattered around the white point. Particularly, those corre-
sponding to na and nb are quite far from the white point and produce close to monochromatic
colors. However, those of n3 to n6 show less pure colors. One possible reason is that the intensities
of the red �700 nm� and green �546 nm� band are too high as compared to that of the blue band
�435.8 nm�, as shown the inset of Fig. 3�d�. This is why the visual color is tuned only from red to
blue. If the light source has a uniform spectral density, the tuning range would cover the whole
visible spectrum. For comparison, the CIE points for the simulation results are also presented in
Fig. 3�d�, which are calculated from Fig. 2 but with the consideration of the nonuniform spectral
power distribution �SPD� of the light source �see the inset of Fig. 3�d��. A rough match is obtained
between the measurement and the simulation. The discrepancy mainly comes from the scattering
of the microchannel edges and the roughness and dusts on the PDMS surface. However, the
variation of visual color from red to blue has well proven that wide tuning can be obtained by
reconfiguring the refractive index of the microflows.

IV. DISCUSSIONS

Such visual color filters could find particular applications in microfluidic based biochemical
syntheses and measurements. For example, it can be used to separate the fluorescence light from
the excitation light or separate different fluorescence lights.23 Another possible application is the
space- and time-resolving micropattern spectrophotometries, which utilize a transmission grating
right on top of microfluidic samples to study the spectrum using a microscope.24 Moreover, the
color filter could be used to monitor the refractive index change of the microflows.25 Based on the
simulation results, a refractive index variation from 1.3290 to 1.3782 �i.e., �n�0.05� causes the
peak wavelength to shift from 727 to 319 nm �i.e., ��=408 nm�. As a result, the sensitivity is
8.3	103 nm /RIU, or equivalently 1.2	10−4 RIU /nm �here RIU stands for refractive index
unit�. The spectrometer used in the experiment has a resolution of 0.025 nm, therefore the mini-
mum detectable change of refractive index is 3.0	10−6 RIU. With such a resolution over a range
of about 0.05, the grating could be used to monitor the mixing effect in the micromixers,26 the
reaction kinetics of chemicals in microreactors,27 the immobilization of DNA or proteins to the
surface-treated microchannels, etc.

V. CONCLUSIONS

A visual color filter based on optofluidic solid/liquid transmission phase grating has been
designed and experimentally demonstrated. The grating consists of a solid PDMS region and a
microflow region, both of which are integrated onto a microfluidic chip. For white incident light,
different visual colors in the zeroth order are obtained in response to the modulation of the
refractive index of the microflows by simply changing the solution. Such color filter features a
large tunability provided by the optofluidics and can be readily integrated with other microfluidic
elements for laboratory-on-a-chip applications. It would find niche applications in biomedical and
chemical measurements and analyses.
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